Figure 1. Notional Bot Army
targets. The botherder has two main jobs: assigning tasks to the army and developing new software for it, to be distributed to the bots via the command and control nodes.
Currently, the key to botnet defense lies in detecting command and control activity and the subtle indicators of infestation. Because capturing a lone bot is difficult, scrutiny of command and
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control is the usual route for hunting bot armies. Avoiding discovery is a challenge for botherders, who avoid capture by directing bots to connect to specific machines. This approach is easy to implement but also simple to defeat. Botherders continually explore new ways to improve command and control of their bots.
Bot armies pose a threat to the Internet, with worse perhaps yet to come. Penetration of systems is not difficult and most bots go undetected unless the botmaster makes a mistake. At present we lack wide-ranging, capable defensive technologies. As botmasters continue to improve their capabilities, a philosophy of vigilance will be requisite in developing bot defenses.
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